
J A G
LETTER SHEET P & R

Use a crayon, marker, paint, or
whatever else you have to color in
all the Pp’s on one side the Rs’s on
the other side. Encourage your
child to stay in the lines when they
are filling in the color and to
completely saturate the space.
Focus: Letter identification, fine motor
skills.

Play a Card Game
Give your child cards in any
suit. Practice putting them in
number order. Talk about what
numbers are bigger/smaller,
what comes next, what comes
before, etc.

Focus: Number identification,
comparing numbers, ordering.

Read a Story
Read a story with your child. Talk
about what happened in the
beginning, the middle, and the end of
the story. Then draw a picture of your
favorite part.

Focus: Sequencing, story comprehension,
retelling a story using pictures.

BLOW BUBBLES
Grab some bubbles (or make your
own from a recipe online) and go
outside and blow! Can you catch
the bubbles? Can you wait and
watch as they fall? Count the
bubbles as they fall.

Focus: Outdoor play, large motor,
counting, self-regulation (waiting).

LETTER NAMING GAME
Use the attached game board to
take turns moving along the path
and naming the letters you land
on. You can use a paper clip and
a pencil for a spinner. You could
also role a dice to move.
Focus: Letter naming, counting
spaces, taking turns

Family Meal

Set the table for a family meal. Figure
out what you are eating and what
utensils & dishes you will need. Then
count how many of each item you will
need. Place one item at each seat for
everyone who is eating.

Focus: Counting & one-to-one
correspondence.

GRAB & COUNT
Grab a handful of any small items
and count. Do this 5 times. Write
down the number you count each
time. Talk about which number is
the most, the least, etc. Encourage
your child to count slowly for each
object!
Focus: Counting objects

Leaf Creations
Use the attached materials to
create people or animals from
leaves. Listen to the story “Leaf
Man” on Youtube to go along
with the activity.

Focus:  Fine motor, creativity,
recalling a story.

OUTDOOR SCAVENGER HUNT
Use the attached sheet to go on a
scavenger hunt outside.

Focus: Outdoor time, large motor,
tracing, categorizing, counting, recall and
retell events in an activity.



Dear Parents,

For our Kindergarten digital learning days, we will be using JAG Choice Boards.
Please use this JAG Choice Board, along with the attached materials, to have
fun playing and learning at home. Your help at home will help your child
succeed at school too! Have your child choose at least 6 activities from the
choice board to complete (you can certainly do more if you wish!). When you
have finished an activity, have your child color the box in (focus on staying in
the lines of the box while coloring boxes in). Return the colored choice board
back to school by Wednesday to receive credit for the digital learning day.

Thank you for your help at home!

Mrs. Lensing & Mrs. Walstrom
BBE Kindergarten Teachers


